Partial road closure on Hutchison Drive will begin in order to facilitate installation of first section of heating hot water piping - the system which will overtime be replacing traditional campus steam heating to be more energy efficient. During the week of August 5th construction fencing will be installed which will create one lane traffic on Hutchison Drive in front of the transit hub. Flagmen will be in place and Unitrans is adjusting their bus routing as necessary.

Silo delivery access will be adjusted during this time as noted.

Hours outside of construction will allow 2-way traffic.

If there are any questions regarding this notification, call Design and Construction Management (DCM) at (530) 754-1111 or contact the Project Manager, Debra Smith at dlsmith@ucdavis.edu.
Partial road closure on Hutchison Drive will begin in order to facilitate installation of first section of heating hot water piping - the system which will overtime be replacing traditional campus steam heating to be more energy efficient. As of September 12th, fencing will be extended down in front of Surge 2. Flagmen will be in place and Unitrans is adjusting their bus routing as necessary.

This section will remain as one lane traffic with flagmen during work hours through October 28th. Hours outside of construction will allow 2-way traffic.

Silo delivery access will be adjusted during this time as noted.

If there are any questions regarding this notification, call Design and Construction Management (DCM) at (530) 754-1111 or contact the Project Manager, Debra Smith at dlsmith@ucdavis.edu.